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Abstract 
This note gives the complement of the class of ‘generalized flow cover’ inequalities for a 
single-node structure as derived originally by Van Roy and Wolsey (1986). Despite the sim- 
ilarity with earlier results, there are some elegant relationships between the original and the 
complementary class of generalized flow covers. It is demonstrated how this class can bc of 
benefit when used in conjunction with the original one. 
1. The complementary class 
Previously, Van Roy and Wolsey presented a class of inequalities for mixed-integer 
programs derived from the structure of a single-node flow inequality with variable 
lower and upper bounds [4]. In this note, we present generalized flow cover inequalities 
which can be seen as the complement of the earlier class. Despite the similarity of the 
present results with earlier results, these new inequalities together with the original ones 
have been shown to strengthen the formulation of certain mixed-integer programming 
problems (see, e.g., [2] where these inequalities were used for fixed-charge network 
flow problems). The purpose of this note is to give an expression for these inequalities 
and show how they relate to the original class. 
IIere, we present a new class of valid inequalities for a single-node flow model, as 
displayed in Fig. 1. More formally, we consider the set of solutions JX’< defined by 
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N- N-' 
Fig. I. Notation for single-node structure. 
where R is the set of real numbers, .93 2 (0, l} and N = N+ UN- with JNI = n, and 
under the condition 0 < I/ < ZL~, VjE N. In [I], a class of inequalities is given for the 
simple case where 4 = 0, Vj EN and either N + = 0 or N- = 0. Next, in [4], the class 
of inequalities with N- = 8 was generalized to the case N- # 8. The approach here 
is very similar, but we start from another “simple” inequality. Then, after generalizing 
this simple inequality, we arrive at a class of valid inequalities which exhibits a close 
relationship with the one derived earlier in [4]. 
In the remainder, we will use the same notation as in [ 1, 41, with the exception that 
a set SC: N denoted by 5’1 C N in [4] is denoted here by S+ C N and a set S, C N 
corresponds to our notation S- C N. 
Proposition 1. Let N f and NP he two disjoint sets and N = N+ u N-. Consider the 
polyhedron Y4 = conv(8,) and d+w the sets C+ C Nf, C- C N- such that 
/.l ’ b - C U,i + C 1, > 0, 
jEC+ .jEC- 
and let L- C N- \C- and L+ C N+\C+ and dejine the quantities: i> max{,u, maxjGc- 
{I,}}, Gj = max{ i, u,}, gj = min{i, Uj} and 6 = max{ 7, G}. The jbllowiny inequality 
is valid for the polyhedron PG : 
C [Xj - UjYj - min{uj, Uj - p}( 1 - yj)] + C [Xj - UjYj + (gj - /l 
jEC+ jEL+ 
)+Y, :I 
- C Lx1 - llYi - (lj - Pu)+(l - Yj)] - C [JIj + (I; - /l - li)yj] 
- C Xj < 0. 
iEN-\(C-uL- ) 
(1) 
Proof.’ Adding a slack variable s 3 0 to the flow constraint, multiplying the resulting 
equality by -1, and relaxing it to an inequality gives 
C .Xj - C Xj - S < - b. 
jtN- jEN+ 
’ This simple proof of Proposition I has been suggested by a referee. 
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Now, we can apply Proposition 2 in [4], and we choose R = Cl U Cl U Ll U L2 and 
s $ R. Generating the valid inequality from [4] for the set .‘x’< and then eliminating the 
slack variable s gives the required valid inequality (1). This proves the proposition. Li 
Now, the structure of .9”< in the above proposition is not of much practical interest 
since in many situations li = 0 for j E N ~, but it serves as an intermediate step to facil- 
itate the derivation of the complementary class of inequalities. In the next proposition 
we allow the choice between Uj and 11 for every arc to construct the valid inequality. 
The proof of our Proposition 2 runs along the lines of the proof of Proposition 2 of 
Van Roy and Wolsey in [4] and the interested reader is referred to that paper or [2] 
for the details. 
Proposition 2. Dejine the sets R C N, Ci- C Nf and Cp C N- ,such thut 
C [_ui - u.~Y, - min{uj, 27; ~ p}( 1 -- JJ;)] - C [min{ l,, ij - p}( 1 ~ _v, 11 
/EC-\R jtC+?R 
+ C [xj_ujy,+(U;~~)+4’,li- C (I,-P)+.l’i 
/El.-\R /tL+nR 
+ c [li_Y.J - Xj+(lj-/‘)+(I -Yi)l+ C [(“)-P)+(l pYl)l 
jEC‘- \R /Ec‘mrlR 
- C [Xi + (1; -/l - l,)>‘j] - C (17, ~ /l)F, - C X, < 0. 
jtP\R /tl_-nR /tZ’ -\tC’- JL-) 
(2) 
d ii, = max{I,u,}, ui = min{i,u,}, I; = max{l;l,} und C, = min{l,li}. 
Proof. See proof of Proposition 2 in [4] or [2]. 3 
The well-known A-inequality reported in [4] depends upon the value of EL 5 c,,(.. rR 
‘iicjEC+\R ‘I-cjECm\R ‘J-C,EC-nR J 
I,-b > 0, whereas the new class of inequalities 
depends on the value of p e - Cjrc+nR 1, - CiEc.+ ,R uj + Cjtc._ \,< l, + CjEc.-nR II, + 
b > 0. In other words, p corresponds to the situation of a negative i.. This is the reason 
why we call the /L-inequality the complement of the i-inequality. 
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It has been proved in Theorem 3 of [3] that under certain technical assumptions a 
subclass of the i-inequalities (the so-called GFCl inequalities and - in some special 
cases - the GFC2 inequalities) are facet-defining, for the case in which lj = 0, Vj EN. 
Under equivalent assumptions, one can prove that a similar subclass of the p-inequalities 
is facet-defining for the situation IJ = 0, Vj E N and i = maxjEc-,R{uj} with 7 > ,u. 
Because of the symmetry with the earlier results, the proof is not repeated here, but the 
reader is referred to [3]. If, in addition to 4 = 0, VjljEN, N+ = 0 and b < 0, the facet 
properties of the p-inequality have been proved by Padberg et al. in Proposition 12 
of [l]. Now, we turn our attention to the situations in which the p-inequalities are of 
benefit. 
2. The separation problem 
It is a trivial matter to show that if (x0; y”) is a fractional extreme point of the 
continuous relaxation, the following conditions must hold: 
(Cl) &A/+x/” - CjEN- x; = b; 
(C2) either xj = l/y; or xi0 = tdjy,“; 
(C3) ]{kIO<y,O<1}1= 1. 
We will now show that these three conditions allow us to find a violated flow cover 
inequality for the continuous LP relaxation with Lf = L- = 0 in a trivial way. If k 
is the fractional arc then, in case k EN +, the violated inequality will be a /I-inequality 
and, in case k E N-, this will be a p-inequality. This already guarantees that the 
p-inequalities are of some benefit. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that k E N-, so we will generate a violated 
p-inequality with Lf = L- = 0. First we construct the indicator set R as follows: 
R = {jeN+ IX/” = l,yj} U {jeN_ 1~; = ujyj}. 
Now, take C+ = Nf and C- = N- and from (Cl) and (C2) follows 
b = C Ujyy + C I,y,O - C Ujyy - C liy,” 
jEC+\R jEC+flR jEC- nR jEC-\R 
and, since k EN- and 0 < yg < 1, 
b> C Uj+ C J’- C Uj- C 4 
jGC+\R jEC+nR jEC- nR j6C- \R 
so that 
i 
(1 - Y,")Uk > 0 if kER, 
p= (l-y;)lk>o if k @ R. 
So, after constructing a p-inequality with i = max{ uj 1 j E C- \R} U { 0 ) j E C- n R}, 
we see that it is violated by the amount ukyj( 1 - yi) if k E R, or by the amount 
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Ikyi(l - yi) if k 6 R. If one allows Li # 8 or L- # 8, it is possible that there exist 
one or more violated i.-inequalities too. 
If the fractional arc k belongs to Nf, we can apply the previous argument symmet- 
rically and trivially construct a facet-defining violated i-inequality. So, if the fractional 
arc k is an element of N+, a J-inequality is the natural candidate for finding a violated 
inequality, in case k is in N-, the p-inequality is the natural candidate. This is the 
reason why both inequalities are complements of one another and one is not dominated 
by the other. 
The above argument only holds for the fractional solution to the continuous relaxation 
and ceases to hold as soon as the problem is reformulated with the cutting planes. 
It is very difficult to characterize fractional solutions that are obtained when cutting 
planes have been added and therefore finding a violated inequality becomes non-trivial. 
Generating the inequalities that are violated is done by solving a separation problem. 
In general, the separation problem can be stated as a combinatorial optimization 
problem where the decision variables are the sets C+, C-, R and L,- and L- which 
are to be determined such that the left-hand side of (2) is being maximized under the 
condition that /J > 0. This separation problem can be formulated as an equality knapsack 
problem parametrized by ,u. In practical applications, this combinatorial problem can be 
solved heuristically in roughly the same way as it is done in [.5] for the generalized flow 
cover inequalities, a fact that allows for a very easy implementation of the separation 
problem for the complementary and original class of inequalities. 
3. Relationship to generalized flow covers 
The relationship between the A- and ,u-inequality is quite subtle and intricate. The 
next example illustrates how they relate to one another, and highlights their similarities 
and dissimilarities. 
Assume that 1, = 0 for all j E N, u, = II for all j E Nf and Uj = qu for all je;Y-, 
with q > 1 a positive integer and assume for simplicity that 0 < h < U. Now, suppose 
that (x0; y”) is fractional, i.e., 0 < yf < 1 with k E N-. Let y1+ = l{j EN+ (xy > O}i 
and 11~ = j{,j E N- ( xy > O}(. This implies that I can only take on the values 
it = (11 - 6) + tu, 
whereas p is of the form 
with t and 2: non-negative integers. Now, it is left to the reader to verify that if 
?r+ > q(n- - 1) + 1, there is no violated (GFCI ) inequality at (x0; y”) for the reasons 
outlined below. 
It is clear by inspection of the coefficients of the (GFCl) inequality that when 
k E C-, the inequality cannot be violated, becuase of (C2) and -[quyi + min{qu. 
qu - %}( 1 - y:)] d - xi. So, we must restrict our attention to the case where k E L-. 
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If k E L-, the contribution of k to the left hand side is -quyyko when IC+ ) = 
q( IC- / - 1) and thus 3. > U, which again cannot result in a violation since -quyi < -xi. 
When A. < u, the contribution of k is -[quyi -(u-A)yi]. In order to obtain a violation, 
it is easily seen that CL’+ f? {j ) xj” = 0} = 0. However, in that case we necessarily have 
that (C+I < n+, and in order to maximize the left hand side, we need to set L+ = 
{j Ix,” > O}\C+. S o t , h e extra contribution of k in an amount of (U -~ n)yE by choosing 
k E L-, is offset by the lower contribution of the terms j EL+, which - compared to 
the terms in C+ - contribute an amount of (U - 1.) less. 
The only violated iL-inequalities at the point (x0; y”) are (GFC2) inequalities which 
are of the form (now we will subscript any arbitrary set S C N by A when considering 
the set S in conjunction with the A-inequality, and by /1 in the other case): 
C Xj - ib C JQ - C xi d b + ICF/qu, for u < A < qu, (3) 
/EC,+ jEL,- jEN-\(C,-UP) 
or 
C (xi - by,) - (U - b) C Yj 
jEC: jGL; 
- c 
.Xj<b+$C,rlqu-JCTlb, for3.<u. 
jEN-\(C,eUL,m) 
(4) 
Inequality (3) is trivial to find for one defines C,: = {Jo N- ( $’ = 1}, C;’ = {i E 
N’(yy= l}andL,=(k}, h w ereas inequality (4) instead has C;’ c{j E N+ 1 yy = I}, 
but neither (3) nor (4) define a facet of Pp4. In order to have II < u as in inequality (4), 
C;’ and C,: must obey the relationship: IC,T/ = q/C,-/ + 1. Now, the complementary 
p-inequality has CP + = C+ as in (4), but C; = C’; u {k}, so that p = b + (q - l)u, 
i = qu and we can always choose L; = L;\(k) and LF = Q). With these definitions, 
the p-inequality takes the form 
C [xj - uY,i - (U - b)(l - YJ)I f C (U - b)(l - Yj) 
iECl .itc,Y 
- C (U-b)yj- C Xj 60 
FL,; itN-\(C,;UL,T) 
or, after rewriting 
C (-xj - by,,) - (U - b) C Yj 
jGC,t jEL, 
(5) 
Now, since by definition of 3,, we have b = ICl(u - IC,: Iqu -(u-b), the right hand 
side of (4) can be rewritten as JC,+l(u-b)-(u-b), which is equal to the right hand side 
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of (5) if _)‘i = 1 for all j E C,;\(k). So, the %-inequality (4) is the projection of the 
/r-inequality and it can easily be checked that (5) is a facet-defining inequality for this 
example. The fact that the p-inequality in this case provides a violated facet-defining 
inequality is just the consequence of the fact that k E N-. But, both the (GFC2) 
I.-inequality with k E 15; or the IL-inequality with k E C,; are violated by the same 
amount. 
As a concrete example, take N- = { 1,2) and N- = {3,4.5,6} with II = 5, y = 2 
and h = 3 and a fractional extreme point from the continuous relaxation (x0; _I.“) = 
( 10,7,5.5,5,5; 1,0.7, 1, 1, 1,l). The reader is invited to convince himself/herself that 
no (GFCI ) inequality is violated at (x0; 1.O). The violated (GFC2) inequality (3) is 
(c+ == {3,4.5.6}, c- = {l}, L- = (2)) 
and the (GFC2) inequality (4) is (e.g., C+ = {3,4,5}, C- = {I}, LP = 
c (x, - 3-v,.) - 21’2 < 4, 
1’3 
and the violated p-inequality, constructed as suggested above (e.g., C 
C =: { 1,2}), is 
(x, - 3.r, ) - 2.~1 - 2-19 d 6. 
j=3 
So, both the (GFC2) inequality (4) and the p-inequality are violated by the same 
(2)) 
= {3,4.5}, 
amount, but the (GFC2) inequality is the projection of the /c-inequality onto the sub- 
space where y, = 1, VjljE C,:. 
If k E N+, we could easily find a violated facet-defining i-inequality. Other interesting 
relationships between the two classes of inequalities are known (see [2]). Their intricate 
connection has a practical advantage when doing computation. All the theoretical results 
about the inequalities and the solution of the separation problem can be carried from 
one class to the other, and thus one can use the same procedures at essentially no cost. 
Computational experiments have confirmed the symmetry and complementarity be- 
tween the two classes of inequalities. A total of 40 test problems were generated of 
the structure YX: The number of arcs ranged between 30 and 50, and all arcs had both 
variable lower and upper bounds. The continuous relaxation of the problem was solved 
initially. and next the problem was reformulated by adding violated cutting planes. 
The problem was then reoptimized and again new cutting planes were added until 
no violated could be found. The procedure used for finding violated cutting planes 
was essentially the one reported in [5], but extended to accomodate non-zero variable 
lower bounds. On the average, the duality gap was closed by 65% by reformulat- 
ing the problem without the p-inequalities. The duality gap closed when using the 
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complementary class of ,u-inequalities in addition to the other ones, was about 75%. 
The number of i-inequalities and p-inequalities that were generated was approximately 
the same. The results also hold symmetrically, i.e., by using the p-inequalities without 
the I-inequalities, the duality gap was again closed by only about 65%. This provides a 
computational confirmation that both classes of inequalities indeed are the complement 
of each other and neither of them dominates the other. 
No general mixed integer programming problems were attempted, since all of the 
above results explicitly exploit the special structure of a flow inequality with VLuBs, 
and some heuristic modifications will have to be introduced to reduce general MIPS 
to the structure considered here. An interesting and important extension would be to 
generalize the present results to the class of fixed charge capacitated network flow 
problems, as this is a frequently encountered class of problems in practice. 
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